How Higher Ed Can Emerge
Stronger Post-Pandemic
After a year of trial and uncertainty, higher education leaders have an opportunity
to address new challenges as well as longstanding ones exacerbated by the
pandemic. During this series, SREB and Huron experts will share insights into
innovation and showcase examples from a variety of colleges and universities.
Administrative Efficiencies Enhance the Mission

April 14, 2 pm EST

Are administrative services structured to allow leaders to maximize the resources available to invest in
academic, research, community and student missions?
Do the services align with the costs to deliver them to students, faculty and other constituencies?

Enrollment Management and Strategy

April 28, 2 pm EST

What does our approach to enrollment management look like as higher education emerges from the pandemic?
Does our approach reflect changes in demographics, demand, and increased parent and student price sensitivity?
Are we being thoughtful about our long-term student pipeline and adjusting our enrollment strategy accordingly?
How should we assess current articulation agreements between four- and two-year institutions?

Ensuring Community Colleges Emerge Stronger

May 12, 2 pm EST

With fewer resources and a marked decline in enrollments during the pandemic, how are community colleges using
agility and ingenuity to respond to increasing financial pressures?
What creative strategies are two-year colleges using to ensure student success while remaining operationally resilient?
How are community colleges and four-year institutions collaborating on student success and graduation rates?

View Recordings of Past Webinars in the Series
at SREB.org/EmergeStronger

Considerations for a Post-Pandemic Higher Education

March 17

An overview of the systemic challenges colleges and universities have historically faced that have become more
pronounced as a result of the pandemic. Emerging trends in the wake of the pandemic, and case studies of
transformative approaches.

Aligning Faculty Effort to Institutional Mission

March 31

Administrative efficiencies to help protect the academic core in the long run. How does faculty effort align to mission
and financial viability to inform decisions on investing scarce resources?

Register at SREB.org/EmergeStronger

